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In early 2018 I developed a project proposal for my final year dissertation as part of my Ecology BSc 

degree. As a lover of birds (particularly those of the sea) and a regular volunteer at Fair Isle bird 

observatory it didn’t take me long to come up with an idea for my project.  

With the issue of marine plastic pollution come into the forefront of many global scientific and 

public discussions I thought this would be an important focus for my project. Previous work as a 

volunteer at the bird observatory saw me collecting great skua pellets to study their diets. I distinctly 

remember being shocked to find a plastic bottle cap in the centre of one of the pellets. Somehow 

the bird had swallowed this big chunk of plastic. Thankfully for the skua, its biology had allowed it to 

remove the plastic from its body, through the regurgitation of a pellet. This got me thinking. Where 

had this bottle top come from? How did it end up in the line of fire for a skua to gobble up? Did the 

skua eat it or was it something the skua’s prey had eaten before it was eaten by the skua?  

These questions led me to form a project idea to look at the pellets produced by these skuas in more 

detail. A study on the Faroes by Hammer et al. (2016) found a significant positive association 

between fulmar remains in pellets and the prevalence of plastic debris, reflecting the high ingestion 

rates of plastic in fulmars, and highlighting the movement of plastics through the food chain.  

Being a unique study, I decided it would be interesting to replicate within a different great skua 

colony, on the island of Fair Isle, Shetland. 

Using Hammer et al. (2016) as a model, I set off on the epic journey back up to Fair Isle.  Choosing 

three main areas on the island, I located, and GPS marked great skua nests, which I visited every few 

days, to monitor the development of chicks and collect pellets from each territory. Through the 

dissection of these pellets I have built a picture of the skuas’ diets as well as the frequency and 

prevalence of plastic ingestion of the great skua.  

Of the 613 pellets I dissected, I have found 3.1% of the pellets to contain plastic debris, 59% of these 

plastic contaminated pellets consist predominately of bird remains, half of which are fulmar (figure 

1). Results reflect those of Hammer et al. (2016), with pellets containing fulmar contributing 

proportionally more pellets with plastic than pellets of fish remains. The results suggest a reflection 

of the pattern of plastic ingestion rates in different bird groups, with surface feeding fulmars 

associated with the greatest proportion of pellets with plastic (figure 1). A higher proportion of 

plastic was found in all pellet types from the Faroes, suggesting variability in the magnitude of plastic 

pollution in marine ecosystems across the North Atlantic. Through infrared spectroscopy analysis of 

the plastic fragments discovered, user fragments of Polyethylene were found to be the most 

common type of plastic, reflecting the increase in the magnitude of marine plastic pollution from 

domestic sources.  This study aims to provide a baseline knowledge of the plastic ingestion of this 

great skua colony to inform future monitoring of the plastic pollution in this marine ecosystem.   

The support provided by the British Birds Charitable Trust allowed me to spend a month on the 

island, allowing me to carry out extensive field work (collecting lots of pellets!) as well as gain more 

valuable experience in practical seabird ecology, through voluntary work with the bird observatory 



wardens. The grant has opened up the world of seabird ecology research to me, and, I can’t wait to 

do more!  
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Figure 1.  Percentage contribution of pellets with and without plastic from each pellet type, out of the whole pellet sample 
and out of each pellet type sample.  Fisher’s exact p-value = 0.001753 
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Great skua pellet 



  

Pellet consisting of a entire arctic tern skull, beak and leg bones, including its BTO ring! This bird was 

ringed in July 1999 on the island.  



  

Example of plastic fragments found in pellets 



 

Example of pellet material after dissection.  


